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Humans of Regis: RUSGA Nominee Melissa Rangel
April 18, 2018
(Photo courtesy of Melissa Rangel)
By: Samantha Jewell, Humans Editor
Melissa is running for Vice-President of Involvement, here's what she had to share with The Highlander about
herself!
Tell us a bit about yourself.
I am a junior studying Environmental Science and double minoring in Business and Biology. I am from Chicago,
IL. I was a competitive varsity cheerleader in high school and was Co-President of Letterman Club. As part of
Letterman Club, I was in charge of hosting different events for all the athletes to participate in and make the
student body a part of those events as well. My freshman and sophomore years here at Regis I was a member of
Student Involvement Committee. I have also participated in many intramural sports since freshman year. I studied
abroad in Poland last Fall of 2017. After my experience abroad, I truly feel like I have grown in overall
confidence.
What is something that we may not know about you but sets you apart from the rest?

I grew up with a single parent and from that person I was able to learn to be a well functioning independent
person. I am the first out of my entire family to go to college more than two hours away (Denver is 15 hours away
from Chicago). Friends tell me I am very exuberant, kind, and I portray myself very well.
Why are you running?
I am running for VP of Involvement because I feel like Regis lacks in school spirit and I want to try my best to
change that. I believe that if more people would get involved, they would be able to see how fun being a Ranger
really is!

Humans of Regis: RUSGA Nominee Reyna Revelle
April 18, 2018
(Photo courtesy of Reyna Revelle)
By: Samantha Jewell, Humans Editor

Reyna is running for Vice-President of Clubs and Organizations here at Regis, here's a little bit that she had to
share about herself with us!
As a Latina American woman and 3rd-year student, Reyna is currently pursuing a major in Communication/
Media Studies with a double minor in Spanish and Religious Studies.
Being a former Miss Colorado Continents titleholder in 2016 and being named Miss Colorado American Dream
2018 back in January, Reyna finds that being bilingual enhances her communication skills, as well as forming
relationships with some incredible women.
Her extensive involvement in the Regis community in addition to being a part of the Senate Body for the last 2
years, has provided her with the skills of creating and maintaining organizations on campus. She’s currently CoPresident of the Regis Chapter of Global Medical Brigades, volunteers with Father Woody’s and much more.
Reyna has represented Regis at the National Jesuit Student Leadership Conference, former President of Euphonic
Vox ACapella, and is currently an active member of Regis Ramblers and the News Anchor for Highlander Digital
News. For Reyna, being a news reporter isn't just a career path, it's about ethical responsibility. She has devoted
her time to making sure that people have access to the information they need in order to be engaged students on
this campus.
Reyna is also currently Co-President of the Regis Chapter of Global Medical Brigades, volunteers with Father
Woody's, Canyon Cares, and the annual 9News Health Fair. She have also represented Regis at the National
Jesuit Student Leadership Conference, former President of Euphonic Vox A Capella, and currently is active
member of Regis Ramblers.
Her extensive involvement in the Regis community has provided her with the skills of creating and maintaining
organizations on campus, in addition to curating various pitches for a multitude of projects. Her overall
involvement includes the Senate seat for Somos and the previous Senate seat for the Highlander. She understands
the ins and outs of how the senate meetings need to be run and how the affinity groups need to be better
represented on our campus. Stop by and get to know her throughout her Campaign Week!

Innovation Challenge comes to a close this week
April 18, 2018
By: Alyssa Gomez, Staff Reporter
What is the Innovation Challenge? Well, it is the only student-run business competition in the Front Range! Regis
University students were welcomed by the Innovation Center to bring new and fresh business ideas in hopes of
starting their business this summer. Through this competition, the Innovation Center hopes to raise support for
student business ideas and gain sponsorship to really amp up the competition of this event in the future. The
Innovation Center also hopes for the start-up companies to reinvest in Regis’ business education program. This
competition gives anyone affiliated with Regis, a platform to present and network their ideas.
This inaugural year, the Innovation Challenge has 9 competing teams with a vast array of fresh ideas! Who all
hope to win one of the three cash prizes at the final event taking place on April 20that 5:30 pm in the Mountain
View Room in Claver Hall. The three winners will be awarded prizes of $10,000, $5,000, $1,000 and a workplace
in the Innovation Center that comes fully equipped with everything they need get the businesses up and running.

Why should Regis students care? Well, you get to vote for the winner! 20% of the competitor’s overall score will
be determined by you, the audience member. Plus, you get to talk to attending alumni and network for yourself.
Come to the final event early, 5:30 p.m., to hear the incredible headline speaker, Vic Ahmed, founder and CEO of
the Innovation Pavilion and hear his amazing speech on “How to Incubate a Good Idea.” Come out and support
fellow Regis students and cast your vote for the winner!
You can RSVP for this event by going to this link: http://www.cvent.com/events/2018-alumni-matrixmeetup/event-summary-661b3be2c73743629f72e1ee1c680624.aspx

Humans of Regis: Fr. John P. Fitzgibbons, S.J
April 10, 2018
(Photo: Emily Schneider)
By: Samantha Jewell, Humans Editor
What brought you to Regis University?

Well as you know there are a number of Jesuit Universities in the country, 28 and around 200 in the world. So I
always thought I would be a professor and I was for a time, but, the Jesuits in my home province asked me to be
Novice Director for a while. I was doing some administration, a lot of teaching and they asked me to be Novice
Director; which is the person who forms young Jesuits in their first two years before they take vows. It was a good
and an important job and I really liked it but I knew I wanted to go back and do academics when I was done. I got
a sabbatical at the University of San Francisco and my mentor and boss there was the President of the University
and after sometime he said, “I think you would make a really great President do you want to learn?”, I said, “well,
let me think about it”. When my sabbatical was about halfway up I was interviewing at a number of Jesuit
Institutions and I received a couple pretty nice jobs offers and they tended towards administration to my surprise,
so my boss Father Stephen Privett, said, “I know you are getting some job offers, I’ll make you a job offer, I will
teach you how to be president, I will make you Dean and ask you to be a Vice President and this doesn’t mean you
are going to do it but I will teach you how.” I said, well there is no downside to this, I loved it, I didn’t think that
I would but I really loved it. I went from the University of San Francisco back to Marquette to be a Associate
Provost for Faculty. When I was done with that I had several offers to apply for Presidency so I did and they chose
me here at Regis.
When were you first called to the Priesthood?
I find that question wonderful, so tender and I am grateful. I always wanted to be married and have children. My
father was a physician and my mother was an artist. I thought I would like to be a physician; I was in a Christian
life community. In the 70’s we called the Sodalities. It was a prayer group and a surface group and there was a
Jesuit and a Sister who ran it. They were very inspirational there were no questions that would not be answered,
we talked about dating, man and women, talked about sex, talked about how do you love a person with great
respect, what does that mean? We talked about academics, what are your plans and every meeting, we met once a
week, we would end with mass. I thought, “it was sneaky”. It got to me without me kind of knowing about it and I
remember waking up (this is the truth) I was studying for my advanced biology exam, it was in the middle of the
year. I was doing well in it. I was up til like 2 in the morning, studying and reviewing, went to bed. I remember I
was only asleep for like an hour and I just bolted right up and I just said, “Okay!” I was kind of mad, and I
thought, “what did I just say okay to? And Why am I mad?” What is that about? I kind of just examined it, I
remember rolling it over and thinking about it. It was 3 in the morning and I had an exam the next day! I just
played with it and then I got to some peace. I said, “I do want to be a physician, but I want to be a physician of the
soul I want to help people with their interior more than their physical reality”. I came to some peace with the idea
and here I am today.

Who is the most influential person in your life?
I would there have been several, most profoundly foundationally, my father. I used to go with him to the hospital
and he was a pathologist and a professor of medicine. I would go to the hospital with him and take notes as he did
autopsies. I did not just learn anatomy I learned the reverence he had for a human body. The person that died there
was an enormous reverence that he had for what it means to be human and what a corpse is and what it is not. I
would say certainly your parents have a great deal of influence but I had not just love but I admired my father so
that was a big thing.
I also would say a huge influence for me was Father Stephen Privett who was the President of The University of
San Francisco. He was my mentor and he really did teach me how to be a University President. I will never forget
that. There are certain people in your life that really have enormous influence. They are trying to have influence
though, that is just who they are. He was remarkable. When I agreed to work for him he took me out to his
assistant and he said, “Would you show John my calendar? Everything here you can go to, just show up. I want
you to be quiet, I want you to be very respectful. But, I want you to learn. Don’t enter into the conversation unless
I ask you”. For two years he never told me not to go to a meeting. Some of these meetings were really difficult,
really hard meetings. Very very talented, very bright people who had issues or we really had a conundrum that we
had to work through or there was a financial thing. There was a gift in the offering that we had to work through
that. I just learned and he never told me not to go to one of those meetings. That was really how I learned.
What has been your proudest moment in your personal and or professional life?
I would say there are a lot of candidates for that. I loved being ordained a Catholic Priest, that happened in 1985.
It is a very long training, a 12 year formation. I was ordained in ’85 and then I went to Doctoral Studies and did a
PhD in English. My parents and most of my siblings, I have 9, came to my graduation. At the after party, my
mother who is just a lovely (I think she is part Druid) she came up to me in this staged whisper and she just said,
“Well John, you are 38, you have finished your PhD, you are ordained now, there is no shame on the family, you
have a job before you are 40, its terrific!” It was just very funny, but it was her way of teasing me and saying, “we
are very proud of you!”
I think something that I take great pride in that when I taught, I think I was a very good teacher. Now I don’t say
that out of pride in a negative sense It was very important to me when I could see the light go off for someone
when teaching literature. I was a part of something really important.
Who is your patron Saint? Why?

I really have three and I really love reading the lives of the Saints. The saints are more present than we think,
people really are Saints. My favorite Saints are Saint John the Evangelist (I know you are shaking your head
you’re shocked). Saint Patrick of Ireland, my middle name is Patrick and we are a very Irish Family. And Saint
Francis Xavier who is a very early Jesuit who was enormously intelligent but left everything when Saint Ignatius
sent him to what we call the far East to India and Japan and China. He was a remarkably brave man and did most
of his work kind of all alone. So those are heroes to me. They lived holy lives without being in a plaster of Paris
sense they were real human beings and I really like that.
What is your favorite Jesuit Value? Why?
Can I do a riff? You know the term Cura Personalis? Well I think that is enormously important but I think the part
that is kind of left off of that often is Cura Apostolica. The two go hand and hand and actually mean the same
thing: Cura Personalis means care for the whole person well Cura Apostolica means care for the whole
community. They have to go together. You can’t have Cura Personalis you can’t care for that whole person unless
you take into account what the context is, where do they fit in and where do they not fit into the community and
how can we make that better? So if you take care of the community it gets kind of granular. WE have a saying in
Jesuit Higher Ed, no margin, no mission. We are a not for profit, so unless a not for profit is making money to
invest in the community you won’t be a community very long, you won’t be in business. So it sounds kind crass,
but it is not actually. Cura Apostolica a care for the institution, a care for the community, is crucial and is the
condition for the possibility of Cura Apostolica, so they go together, you can’t really separate them, though you
make the distinction. You have to do both at the same time. Cura Personalis is my favorite but you have to draw a
dotted line to Cura Apostolica because that is just as important. One makes the other meaningful.
If there anything else you would like share with the Regis community?
I think with all my heart that we have a wonderful community. I think there are people that are really left out,
there is racism in our community. Not because we are particularly different from other communities, it’s in our
country, it’s in our world, it is every, it is in our state. How could our community not reflect some of that? We do.
I think there is some anxiety and exclusions rather than inclusion. I think that we need to learn as a community, as
individuals how to take care of each other better, how to listen to each other better. I think we are, I think there
are ups and downs. There are more ups than downs and I am not a Pollyanna or in a silly way optimistic, I am a
hopeful person not some much am optimistic person, a hopeful person. I think our community is learning and we
will continue to learn. I am inspired by our students. This might sound funny but if the students, its true of any
human being, if people really knew how much other people cared there would be a lot less hurt and a lot less
anger, but the only way we human beings know how to learn this is the hard way. WE have to keep asking hard

questions and keep engaging in hard issues and be patient with each other and I am proud of how we are doing
that. I look at the Office of Diversity and Inclusion and I think, “I am really proud of that office, I think it’s a
really marvelous way. It is a place and a symbol for what we can do to make these topics relevant and present.

Little known local eats near Regis
April 10, 2018
(Photo: Tyler Delgado)
By: Jack Adams, Staff Reporter
Denver has quickly become a hub for food aficionados, as an explosion of trendy and tasty eateries continue to
make their way to the Mile High City. Due to their delicious nature though, many of these local restaurants are
consistently packed with hungry patrons. If you are on a tight schedule and don’t have a ton of time to wait around
for a delicious lunch or dinner, which is usually the case for any college student, then this guide to lesser-known
delectable dining spots is the perfect way for you to find quick good eats.

While this establishment is typically a bit more crowded than the other restaurants on this list, primarily due to it
being located in a compact space, Buchi Cafe Cubano is still a fantastic breakfast and lunch spot for students
looking to bring a little culture into their lives. Buchi Cafe Cubano remains true to its name, serving up
mouthwatering Cuban food at an affordable price that will work on even the most meager budgets. The restaurant
features incredible traditional Cuban coffee and espresso, a number of hearty Cubano-style pressed sandwiches
and vegetarian offerings which includes one of my favorite items on the menu–the avocado salad. The low prices
make it easy to enjoy a tasty meal for under ten dollars, and the speedy service allows for Buchi Cafe Cubano to
be a viable option when you only have a tight window for lunch.
For the less adventurous folks looking to stick to a category of cuisine they are familiar with, I would suggest the
low-key Italian joint Dolce Sicilia Bakery. Dolce Sicilia is a quaint Italian bakery that offers a variety of tasty
Italian sandwiches, substantial slices of pizza, and a multitude of decadent Italian sweets. The food here is always
fresh and flavorful, and the service is extremely quick and pleasant. The best part about the restaurant though is
that it is almost never crowded, and oftentimes I have been the only person in there. Only a short drive from
Regis, and with breakfast and lunch options starting at under five dollars, Dolce Sicilia is a great option for
students looking for an expeditious and delicious lunch option. Dolce Sicilia may be the best-kept secret for divine
Italian food near Regis, but a close second goes to Carbone’s Italian. Although the original location for Carbone’s
has been closed, the famed Italian sandwiches can still be found at the Monkey Barrel Barduring lunch. The
Monkey Barrel is only a short distance from Regis and is much less crowded during lunch than the original
Carbone’s location ever was. Carbone’s at the Monkey Barrel is a bit more on the pricey side than the other
options listed here, but the massive Italian sandwiches will keep you full for the entire day.
Some honorable mentions for other tasty and discreet lunch spots near the Regis campus include, Vital Root (a
great vegetarian option), Thai Bao Vietnamese, and Salt & Grinder. Any of these restaurants will leave you with a
full belly, a full wallet, and a fully freed up schedule–truly the best case scenario for any college student.

Deception Review: A kind of magic
April 6, 2018
By: Andrianna Veatch, Staff Reporter
If you loved the TV show “Forever”, and liked the “Now You See Me” movies, ABC has produced the perfect
blended show for you: “Deception”. “Deception” stars Englishman Jack Cutmore-Scott as the American magician
Cameron Black—and he does a blimey good job of it, if I may say so myself.
Black’s career in magic comes to a screeching halt when he is accused of killing a young woman in a car accident,
only to be forced to reveal this magician’s greatest secret: it was not him, but…you know what? No. You are
going to have watch that big reveal for yourself. Anyway, Cameron then has a really good reason to team up with
FBI agent Kay Daniels to help her hunt down and apprehend various and sundry criminals, and eventually
convince her (and perhaps the rest of the FBI agency) to help him in his own quest.
The show is goofy, but its heart is in the right place; if approached with the proper willingness to suspend belief,
it is sure to please and enchant. The show is still early in its first season; climaxes are theatrical in their execution,
and for some reason someone decided to go with an Outer-Limits-like intro and exit exposition style (detailing the
episode’s philosophy) which sometimes works and sometimes does not, but the overarching story being set up
seems solid enough, and the subplot is tightly knit and serious, contrasting it with the general light-hearted air of
the series. In the end, “Deception” is really just a show for fun—and everyone needs that kind of magic.

Rangers and the Runway: Project Denim Fashion Show
April 6, 2018
(Photo: Allison Upchurch)
By: Allison Upchurch, Staff Reporter
On Thursday March 29, the Violence Prevention Program put on its fourth annual Project Denim Fashion Show for
Regis students in the Mountain View Room. Teams of two had been working for weeks to prepare new pieces of
fashion made completely out of old denim pants and jackets to model on the tropical themed runway.
Project Denim is put on every year as part of the Denim Day campaign. This education campaign came as a result
of a rape case ruling in the Italian Supreme Court in 1999stating that the victim was wearing tight jeans so she
must of helped the perpetrator take the jeans off, which implies consent.

Today, Project Denim in put on in conjunction with Denim Day “to be creative in combating the negative
stereotypes on the things in our world,” the Violence Prevention Program stated at the event.
First up on the runway was the team of “Brown Sugar”, students Jaiden Johnson and Sally Andarge, as Johnson
modeled a denim crop top made by crisscrossing threads of denim jeans and integrated hints of purple thread
throughout the design.
Next up was the team of “Hot Sauce”, students Jackson Rodriguez and Maggie Lacy. Taking direct inspiration
from Beyoncé’s “Hold Up” music video outfit, Rodriguez modeled an off the shoulder dress adorned with thick
threads of denim hanging off that spread out as Jackson
turned around to model for the three judges.
The third team to go was “The D” which consisted of students Deandre Johnson and Awah Tilong. Johnson
modeled a lightweight denim cardigan with a black tiled design painted on the back and adorned with stickers
from the Violence Prevention Program office.
The last team to model that night was “Hot Potato”. For the first time in Project Denim history, a cat model named
Potato stepped out onto the runway. Potato modeled a custom-made pair of four-legged denim jeans, and human
companion Brittany Peters modeled a plain button up denim shirt and skinny denim jeans.
After the modeling concluded, the judges deliberated and chose the winners based on creativity and overall
statement of their outfit. The winning team of the night was “Brown Sugar”, who embraced “full confidence and
the intricacy of the outfit” judge Jalisa Williams stated. Second place went to “Hot Sauce” and third place went to
“The D”. Unfortunately, “Hot Potato” did not place because Potato got stage fright and ran off the stage (also a
first in Project Denim history – a “runaway model”).
This event also included dance music, a beach themed photo booth, and an ice cream bar provided by Bon Appétit.
The continuation of Denim Day events will be on April 25 at 2 p.m. with the Consent Carnival out on the Quad.
To learn more information about the Violence Prevention Program, email Jalisa Williams
at jwilliams011@regis.edu.

“March 2 College Day” 2018
April 6, 2018
(Photo courtesy of Ann Giesenhage)
By: Alyssa Gomez, Staff Reporter
It’s almost that time of year again for Regis University to show off our beautiful campus, this time, to Skinner
Middle School students! “March 2 College Day” is a 15-year old tradition here at Regis, facilitated by the
National Society of Collegiate Scholars. The goal of this day is to encourage young students to continue their
educational career and attend college in the future. They will be given the full college experience by touring the
dorms, classrooms, having lunch in the cafeteria, and much more!
On Tuesday April 17, Regis' chapter of NSCS will be hosting about 200 8th grade students! Regis students and
faculty are all invited to come out and help make this a special day for the kids. The value of this day does not go
unseen. Currently, there are two former Skinner Middle School students at Regis who rave about “March 2
College Day” and say they applied to Regis because of this experience. Stories such as these are what make this
whole day so worth it and gratifying!

In order to make this day as special as possible for these kids, they need as many volunteers as possible! If you are
interested in volunteering, for class or club credit please contact Ann Giesenhagen (agiesenhagen@regis.edu.) You
can volunteer for all day or part of the day, NSCS is happy to work with your schedules so you can come out and
make a difference for so many kids! The value of “March 2 College” does not only benefit middle school students,
it also leaves a lasting impact on the hearts of the undergrad students as well! Please consider volunteering and
come out and make a lasting impact!

Take a break for your mental health’s sake
April 6, 2018
By: Jack Adams, Staff Reporter
Unfortunately, the college experience is not as blithe as National Lampoon movies such as Animal House and Van
Wilder make it out to be. Between the lengthy hours spent preparing for exams, dealing with constantly looming
deadlines for assignments, participating in extracurricular activities and trying to work a part-time job; being a
student can take a serious toll on your mental health. In fact, according to mental health research conducted by
the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI), more than 80 percent of college students felt overwhelmed by
their responsibilities and 50 percent have become so anxious that they struggled in school.
While a mild amount of stress that enables us to perform at a higher level and stay on task can actually be healthy,
this is also referred to as eustress, copious amounts of unhealthy stress can eat away at any student’s ability to be
productive. Allocating time and energy to improve your mental health can certainly be a difficult task, but
mitigating stress is imperative to any student’s success and well being. There are a number of things you can do
for your mental health, but one of the most effective is to stop stressors from forming in the first place.
Feeling in control and striking a healthy balance in your schedule are both vital to managing stress. This can be
accomplished by avoiding procrastination and becoming more efficient at properly managing your time. Students
should be mindful when creating a course schedule, plan ahead, establish priorities, and try to create an
individualized routine that translates to the most efficient version of themselves. It is also important to find time

in your schedule for relaxing activities, and students should take breaks from class, studying, or work to spend
time walking outdoors, listening to music, or anything else that helps to clear and calm your mind.
Another way to promote a stable state of mind is to live a more healthy lifestyle. Regular exercise, positive
thinking, healthy eating habits, practicing mindfulness and getting plenty of sleep are all activities NAMI
suggests to foster a more robust mental health state. More and more students are also turning to meditation as a
tool to promote mindfulness and improve overall mental health. Research even supports the practice of meditation,
and a 2016 study published in Biological Psychiatry showed for the first time that mindfulness meditation can
actually change the brain, even reducing inflammatory disease risk.
Your mental health is not something you should take lightly, and if you still find yourself having difficulties
dealing with stressors in life then don’t be afraid to reach out. Regis has a number of resources for struggling
students, including the Regis Office of Counseling and Personal Development (OCPD). So if it feels like you have
too much on your plate, maybe it’s time to step back and take a break, for your mental health’s sake.

Humans of Regis: Meg Thams
April 3, 2018

(Photo: Emily Schneider)
By: Samantha Jewell, Humans Editor
What brought you to Regis University?
Well I was teaching at the time, and I had just had my son, I was teaching as an adjunct. I was teaching a little bit
at Metro and Community College of Denver just to see if I wanted to teach. I had left the industry because I was
raising my son. What appealed to me about Regis was that I could teach to essential values. That I could question
the profit motive and those kinds of things and I wouldn’t get harassed about it. Businesses are in business to
make a profit, but my argument has always been you can’t be for a profit. That philosophy is harder at some
schools to speak your mind on that and for students to explore that idea. That is not the Harvard model, so that
appealed to me.
How did you get into the business world?
I started back when I was in my teens essentially. I left my home when I was 17 and I started working right away.
I worked in a factory and got promoted, and after doing that for a couple of years of I decided that I better go back
to school. So I went back to school, and I had this position at a company called Guardian Industries where they
gave me a car and helped me with my tuition a little; I started with them and stayed with them for ten years, I got
my BA, and then I just liked it. I got my undergrad in political science and I wanted to go to law school, but I
never stopped working to pursue doing that. I was in the business world, and I was good at it and I knew the ins
and outs of it, so I stuck with it. I did not think I could afford law school so I just continued on and I did pretty
well so I finished my MBA and went to work with medical devices and I loved that! I had a line mammography
equipment that I represented, and it was great because it was a women’s issue, it was not like pushing pencils, and
I got to work with engineers, I got to work with quality control, inventory, etc. So I enjoyed that and then I had
my son, so I stopped working full and started teaching part-time to see if I liked that. By the time my son was in
Kindergarten, I had started d my Ph.D. and after I finished that I started teaching full time.
What are your interests outside of teaching?
Well, I love gardening, and I used to run but I bicycle a lot, and I do a lot of walking. We once as a family rode
the Katy Trail in Missouri. I thought oh well Missouri is pretty flat it should not be that hard, oh no, no no! It is
not like Denver is at all! I love that. It is a great way to travel, and you get to see stuff. The Katy Trail follows the
Missouri River, so it has all these tiny towns that were bypassed when the railroads came in. It used to be the river

was the primary transport for all the good and exports and people and when the railroads came in it took all of
these towns, and some are ghost towns, and it is fascinating. I love that; I love to travel and to see new places.
What has been your fondest memory at Regis?
My fondest memories are honestly being able to work with students, and that is honestly why I am here. That is
my favorite part of my job. I think that is where I can be the most help and that is what gives me meaning in my
position. I have stories of students who had the odds stacked against them, and they came around. I had students
that came here from other countries, and they were just lost, and no doing so well and then by just working with
them and they become an excellent and happy student.
What classes do you teach?
I teach most of the suite of marketing classes and then BA250. In the past, I have spearheaded the BA250 courses
because I think that it is so important to get those fundamentals down and so that is my very favorite class to
teach. I think part of it is that students come in and they have their mind made up already about business, about
what they want to do and what they want to be. So I get a lot of new students.
What is your favorite Jesuit Value? Why?
‘How ought we to live.’ I think that if you keep that in mind, in general, you are going to make better decisions.
What kind of world do we want to live in? It is particularly pertinent when it comes to business because business
decisions do impact how we live. IT is a social entity, so if we live by standards that allow us to pollute or to
mistreat people and put them in unsafe working environments then we are cheap and do we want to live in that
kind of world? So that is the foundation for that I teach business.
Is there anything else you would like the Regis community to know?
In general, I would like the Regis community especially faculty and students to realize how business is integrated
into how everything goes on in the university and that we can all begin to think about doing business by making
business decisions. I think you need to understand that to be good consumers you have to be good citizens. Again
it is going to touch everybody that is in the university. This is something that we are all involved in, and we
should have ground rules that are both prosperity, we want to be prosperous, and the university wants to be
profitable, we want to be sustainable over time. Also from a meaning point of view, if you understand business
principles and business decisions it is not unlike making decisions in other areas, and you are more apt to include
the process of moral thinking, ethical thinking, but I think it is appropriate for everyone.

